Diversity and Librarianship
RBMS, SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, AND THE CHALLENGE OF DIVERSITY: THE ROAD TO THE DIVERSITY ACTION PLAN
ANYONE WHO HAS EVER ATTENDED an RBMS preconference will have noticed the racial and ethnic homogeneity among the section's members. In 1997, a survey in the RBMS newsletter revealed that 97 percent of RBMS members were white. 1 Historically, RBMS has responded to the challenge of increasing diversity with some talk, but little action. The recent approval by the RBMS executive board of the Diversity Action Plan is a positive and long overdue step toward encouraging more diversity in the section.
Making an effort to attract more members of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups to RBMS is the right thing to do and critical if we are to remain forward-looking and vibrant as an organization. As the sole body for special collections librarians within the ALA, we should be leading the effort to encourage diversity in our branch of the profession, rather than hoping the problem will solve itself. Increasing the diversity of our members should be a top priority for RBMS and an activity that is thoroughly integrated throughout the organization from the agenda of the executive committee to the preconference experiences of individual members.
In order to reflect properly our changing society, meet the needs of an increasingly diverse patron base, identify and preserve materials RBMS, Special Collections, and the Challenge of Diversity from a wide range of cultures, and respond to changing trends in scholarship, we need more special collections professionals with varied racial and ethnic backgrounds. As our libraries increasingly seek collections focused on particular racial and ethnic groups, we must develop a pool of librarians with the appropriate language skills and cultural knowledge to best serve these collections. Al though librarians from particular racial and ethnic groups may have a special interest or expertise in working with the materials of that group, ideally, people should be encouraged to work with the materials that engage them most, regardless of their background.
Finally, because our profession is involved in selecting materials to be preserved for the future, we should ensure that we have as diverse a group of people involved in the acquisition of rare books and manuscript collections as possible.
The following pages compare our organization's racial and ethnic makeup to that of the rest of the profession and the country, detail the ways in which diversity has (and has not) been addressed throughout RBMS' history, examine how activities in recent years have led to the creation of the RBMS Task Force on Diversity, and present a condensed version of the new Diversity Action Plan. Because the work of special collections librarians is so closely intertwined with the development of collections, this article also explores the growth of traditional and ethnic collections during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. By better understanding our past, we can more wisely position ourselves to meet the challenges of the future.
Diversity and Librarianship
RBMS and the special collections librarians who comprise its member ship lag well behind the rest of the library profession in diversity.
Statistics show that the section's members are far more homogeneous than academic librarians in general. A 1998 ALA survey of academic RBMS, Special Collections, and the Challenge of Diversity consider themselves multiracial. 5 About 25 percent of the American population belongs to a race other than white, but among academic librarians only 13 percent are a race other than white, and among RBMS members only 3 percent are a race other than white. 6 
Exclusivity and Diversity in Special Collections
Special collections librarians face a particularly strong challenge in attracting members of underrepresented groups to our profession, partly due to the ongoing perception that we are exclusive and elitist. Looking back, we can find the origin of these attitudes in the history of book collecting and libraries. Book collecting experienced a "golden age" in America in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when some extraordinarily wealthy Americans were able to purchase the contents of ." Available online from http://www.census.gov/ population/www/cen2000/phc-t1.html. Two major changes were made to the race question on the 2000 census. For the first time, the census form allowed respondents of mixed race to choose more than one category so that they no longer had to limit themselves to indicating a single race. In addition, the form treated Hispanic or Latino ethnicity as a separate category because Hispanic origin is more accurately considered an ethnicity than a race. On the 2000 census form, Hispanics could indicate that they were Hispanic and white, Hispanic and black, or some other combination. For the sake of comparison with other surveys, the figure for Hispanic or Latino origin will be given in this article alongside the figures for race. The resulting percentages add up to greater than 100 percent, with most of the overlap being between the white and Hispanic categories.
6. In this instance, the term m ce is intended to encompass Hispanic ethnicity. The elite American collector of this period followed "comfortable literary and aesthetic traditions," guided on his quest "by English signposts some two centuries old."
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He saw himself as a "custodian of culture," following in the tradition of the great bookmen before him. Henry Clay Folger was said to have similar desires in founding the Folger Shakespeare Library: "He envisioned the cultural value, the ethical and social value of the beauty and idealism of Shakespeare . one of the wells from which we Americans draw our national thought, our faith and our hope."
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In their collecting and in their philanthropy, men such as Huntington and Folger were preserving and maintaining the Anglo-American culture in which they had thrived.
The university libraries that received rare book collections created special rooms to house them that incorporated the sumptuous furniture and wood-paneled walls of a gentleman's library. The Treasure Room in 8. Shaddy, Books and Book Collecting, 18. 9. Oliver Wendell Holmes, "Chapter 1," in TheA utocratAof AtheABreakfast- ence in Richmond, Virginia, where black attendees were required to sit in a separate section of the meeting hall, were not allowed to attend any sessions where meals were served, and could not stay in the conference hotels used by whites. The following year, the ALA passed a resolution stating that all members "must be admitted under terms of full equal ity" to halls used by the organization, but a precedent had been set. 41 In the 1960s, the ALA was criticized for failing to take a stand against But as these changes were taking place, little was happening to encour age racial and ethnic diversity among the RBMS membership. Some members recall the section's lack of diversity being discussed as a problem, but never in a formal way. "Diversity was always on the table," according to Daniel Traister of the University of Pennsylvania.
"Nobody was unaware of it." 50 "It never went unremarked," agrees Taylor, "but people didn't know how to approach it. Everyone wanted to do something, but didn't know how." All five members interviewed for this article agree that there has been no overt resistance to changing the status quo. Most would agree with Peter Hanff of the University of California at Berkeley that "we would all welcome people from differ ent backgrounds."
51 And yet there is certainly room for criticism of the section for recognizing such a significant problem year after year and failing to address it. "Given the fact that ours is inherently a conservative profession, they were slow to move," says Taylor. "A lot of people go into this profession because they like the idea of old books, port, and paneled rooms." Preoccupied Jr. National Historic Site were options for a combined walking tour.
The location, cost, and length of the preconference may discourage some librarians from underrepresented groups from attending.
Preconferences tend to be held in the eastern half of the United States;
in the past twenty years only four have been held in the far West, all in California.
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Registration for the preconference is typically $195 for ACRL members and $250 for nonmembers, and the three-day event requires a significant financial outlay for accommodations and meals.
Hanff agrees that, "By doing [the conferences] the way we do, we limit access to them." RBMS should consider making changes to the preconference, such as offering one-day registrations to allow more librarians from underfunded institutions to attend.
Another major activity of section members is editing REM:M M ournalMof RareMEooks,MManuscripts,MandMCulturalMHeritage (formerly known as Rare BooksMandM anuscriptMLibrarianship, or REML), which is published by ACRL.
In its first incarnation, REML described itself as devoted to "the theory and practice of special collections librarianship." In all fairness, RBML and RBM have always published more articles on the practice of special collections librarianship than on the content of collections. And Alice Schreyer (RBML editor, 1989-1993) explains that it was difficult to solicit articles for the journal, and many preconference speakers were not interested in revising their talks for publication. But she also admits that "when we thought about topics pertinent to our work, ethnic collections did not come to mind; but if it had, I'm not sure we would have been successful getting someone to write about it. 56 Marvin Taylor (RBM coeditor, [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] says that the editorial board discussed devoting an entire issue to the topic of diversity and that they passed along the suggestion to current editor Richard Clement. But in the professional journal as well as in recruitment to the organization, it is undeniable that RBMS has again been "slow to move." RBMS needs to make a greater effort to be more welcoming to members from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups and to understand that if we continue to be passive on the issue of diversity, we will continue to be a homogeneous organization that does not reflect the makeup of our society or support the interests of those we serve. Salazar recalls an episode from the mid-1990s. The Membership Committee wanted to address the problem of new members feeling that they were not being integrated into RBMS because of already established cliques. Some older RBMS members protested that they personally were always open to new members when approached, but Salazar points out that it is important "that we not always put the expectation on the newcomers." She believes that the same attitude that led to creation of the Buddy Program (which pairs first-time preconference or conference attendees with more experienced members) is needed for encouraging diversity in the section. "I think there has to be more initiative. They're not going to raise their hands and come to you . there has to be more of a courting of that group." But creating a more responsive culture in RBMS will not in itself attract enough diverse librarians to the section. As RBMS members point out, few nonwhites enter the field of librarianship, and of those who do, even fewer specialize in rare books, manuscripts, and archives. As Schreyer puts it, "The problem is we're not attracting them to the profession, not that we're not moving them through." Of the 1,842 surveys that were mailed out in the RBMS newsletter, 221 were returned. Of these respondents, 97 percent indicated that they were white. Of the nonwhite members, 1.5 percent were black, 1 percent were Hispanic, 0.5 percent were Asian or Pacific Islander, and none were Native American or Alaskan Native. Sixty-six percent of the members lived either in the Northeast, the Midwest, or the Mid-Atlantic States.
Over half of them worked in special collections full-time, 58 percent of them worked in libraries of one million volumes or more, and almost half worked in departments with more than 100,000 volumes. Dawson spoke about efforts to increase diversity in ACRL and encour aged RBMS members to take advantage of diversity resources that already existed and to use promotional tools such as brochures to reach out to communities. Banks described the final report of the SAA Task
Force on Diversity, remarking that its four recommendations were 65. Ibid.
"easily achievable because they didn't cost anything."
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Robinson gave her perspective as an African American woman active in RBMS, explaining that she had not felt uncomfortable joining RBMS because of her previous work experiences in largely white environments. And recent graduate Swazy described the love for history that had led her from a corporate job to library school and now a career in archives.
On the heels of the seminar, there was a growing sense that RBMS needed to create its own action plan just as these other organizations had done. This was the first time we had looked outside ourselves to see how our parent organizations, ALA and ACRL, and the most similar organiza tion to us, SAA, were managing diversity. In looking to our parent organizations, we also wanted to learn what programs they already had set up that we could utilize in order to achieve greater diversity.
Since 1998, ALA has managed its diversity efforts through the Office Table; and the Spectrum Advisory Council.
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Established in 1998, the Spectrum Initiative is ALA's national effort to recruit people from underrepresented groups for careers in librarianship, primarily through the provision of scholarships that award $5,000 toward The Society of American Archivists has been much more proactive in addressing diversity issues than has RBMS. In 1999, SAA issued a statement on diversity, which is posted on its Web site. Table Recently , the roundtable has added a DirectoryAofA rchivistsAofAColor to its Web site. 74 For the 2003 annual meeting in Los Angeles, the roundtable sponsored seven sessions and three tours dealing with diversity issues and diverse collections. 75 In 1997, SAA established a Task Force on Diversity, which delivered its final report in 1999. Its recommendations included issuing an SAA position statement on diversity, incorporating diversity into the SAA strategic planning process and reinforcing and expanding activities such as mentoring and developing programs on diversity topics. New initia tives included enhancing the Web site, adding a diversity fair to the annual meeting, increasing scholarship aid, gathering data, and encourag ing internships in archives for high school and college students and for community representatives from underrepresented groups. 76 We should remember that the work of implementing diversity initiatives must not We knew that it would be critical to the success of the diversity initiative to select ideas that were practical enough that they would actually get implemented. Neither SAA nor ACRL was able to achieve all of the goals expressed in its ambitious action plans. Because RBMS had so much work ahead of it in encouraging diversity, it made sense to start with actions that would be relatively easy to carry out, yet could potentially have a strong impact on the organization. We used a different process tool called an Ease/Impact Model to further sort our ideas by e-mail, screening out those that would be too cumbersome or have limited impact.
At this point, inspired by some of the other organizations' action plans, we reoriented our plan around a set of goals. Four out of the five goals that we delineated came directly from the wording of our task force's charge:
1. To encourage librarians of various backgrounds, particularly underrepresented racial and ethnic groups, to join RBMS; 2. To promote special collections librarianship as a career to member of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups; 3. To liaise and pursue initiatives with other groups that focus on diversity or diverse collections; 4. To encourage special collections in collecting materials from diverse communities; and 5. To promote diversity as a value to RBMS members.
Our final task was to do a "reality check" for each item. For each strate gic item in the Diversity Action Plan, a task force member contacted people who could provide perspective on the feasibility of the idea. For example, in considering the brochure idea, we contacted the chair of the Publicity Committee and learned about financial limitations due to the recent overhaul of the RBMS brochure. The people we contacted gave us support for some ideas, steered us away from others, and made suggestions on how ideas could be practically implemented.
In creating the Diversity Action Plan itself, our goal was to give infor mation that would clearly explain why an action should be taken and how it should be carried out. We also decided to designate a responsible party who would ensure that the action would be accomplished. In this way, we hoped to eliminate potential roadblocks to the implementation of the action plan. The following version of the Diversity Action Plan lists only the strategic action itself and its rationale; a full version of the plan including the implementation and responsible party sections can be found online at http://www.rbms.nd.edu/. A. Offer preconference scholarships to students from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups Rationale: Special collections librarianship remains a field elected by few library school students from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups. A student who is considering specializing in this branch of the profession might be encouraged to do so by attending an RBMS preconference.
RBMS Diversity Action Plan
Having a scholarship geared to applicants from underrepresented groups might encourage such a student to apply and would reinforce the public perception of RBMS's commitment to diversity. By letting people know that RBMS has taken initiative in addressing the section's lack of diversity, we may begin to decrease perceptions that RBMS does not value diversity.
The publication of such an article would be an excellent way to dissemi nate the Diversity Action Plan and to let people know about opportuni ties for participation and collaboration on diversity initiatives. Achieving greater diversity will be a challenge for RBMS, because of both historical factors such as the traditional Anglo-American focus of rare book and manuscript collections and current realities such as the low numbers of students from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups entering the profession. The best way for RBMS to encourage change is by taking action to address these challenges and seek to move beyond them, becoming a more diverse organization. The Diversity Action Plan can be an effective tool for making this happen, but ultimately it is only a piece of paper. It will require the energy, creativity, and goodwill of RBMS members to turn this piece of paper into a vital and inclusive reality.
The Future of Diversity in RBMS

